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RELEASE NOTES FOR ROLLTALK 

Release notes for Rolltalk Designer 6.8.0 release packages 
 
2913: Office - Word editing with IntelliGaze 
Solved with the introduction of IntelliGaze Desktop 2.0 
 
1650: E-mail systems support 
Support for popular mail providers, such as Gmail and Hotmail. 
 
3713: IntelliGaze 2.0 page library 
New page libraries for Intelligaze Desktop 2.0 
 
3687: IG 2.0 support 
Support for IntelliGaze Desktop 2.0 
 
3404: Screen is wrong resolution after running some software (Pacman) 
Screen resolution now re-set after running DOS programs or other software that uses 
custom resolutions. 
 
3403: «Could not connect to server» after UCAN software has been installed 
Solved "server is busy" message at startup on some configurations. 
 
3328: Wheelchair driving macros 
Prevents Rolltalk Designer editor to start sequences of digital ports from unknown 
state. 
 
3339: Deleting calendar pages causes errors 
Calendar pages can now be deleted without repercussions. 
 
3430: Scanning with «Wait until sound is played» waits too long 
Auditive scanning now has proper pause time between fields. 
 
3606: IntelliGaze startup time is erroneous 
Intelligaze registry files pointed to Designer instead of Workshop, now fixed for 
backwards compatibility. 
 
3570: Dwell animation doesn’t show on exit field on dynamic pages 
Exit field on dynamic pages now has dwell animation. 
 
3700: Email: Blind copy does not work 
BCC of emails now allowed. 
 
3649: Bug in year calendar 
Fixed bug in Year calendar for 2012. 
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3802: “Dwell off” command is performed even if dwell is off 
"Dwell off" now does not activate field commands when dwell is turned off. 
 
3252: Date in calendar cannot be selected with IntelliGaze 
Calendar dates can now be selected with IntelliGaze. 
 
2789: Eye control in external games moves in set patterns 
Blickfang is cleared when Windows mode is activated. 
 
3413: New Facebook layout without “Enter” button breaks entering comments 
Facebook comments fixed. 
 
3826: Field highlight drawing issue 
Fixed bug in drawing of field highlights 
 
3840: “Coop billedesamlingen” contains black fields 
Images can now contain "%" in filename. 
 
3963: .avi and .wmv-files as attachments doesn’t work 
Videofiles can now be attached to emails and shown. 
 
3898: IntelliGaze 2.0 integration 
Rolltalk Designer will now be shown if there is no keyboard page set, and the 
keyboard page should be shown even if it is not adapted. 
 
3900: Intelligaze demo for IG Desktop 2.0 
IntelliGaze Desktop 2.0 demo included. 
 
1252: Warning when starting another instance of Designer; «Another program 
is using the speech synthesis” followed by an exit. 
Rolltalk Designer now defaults to opening only one instance at a time unless the 
“start program” command is used. 
 
 
 


